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.l_UpGMENT

The prosecution case, which is unfolded in the ejahar lodged by

S.I Habibuddin Ahnred Ghograpar PS, is that during course of

investigation of Ghograpar PS UD Case No.1/2002 dated 73lll02 while

he collected postmortem report of deceased Akan Sarma, S/O- Late

Ramani Sarma of Panbari, P,S-Ghograpar, it is noticed by him that

Doctor <lpined that cause of death was due to extensive haemorrhage

resulting from injury to the lungs, heart, liver, kidney and brain. lt is

mentioned in the ejahar that from the statement of the staff, who

accompanied search operation led by S/l Mazibur Rahman the then O/C

Ghograpar PS on 13lIlO2, it appears that the deceased received injury

irr the police custody during the search operation led by the OiC

N4azibur Rahman anci staff and due to the said incident he died,

2. On the basis r:f the said ejahart Ghograpar PS Case No.23102 u/s-

304-A IPC has been registered. Police force set into motion on receipt

of the ejahar and uliimately on the completion of the investigation
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charge-sheet has been submitted by police against the accused
Mazibur Rahman, lman Ari, Hemanta Kalita and Mahammad .Ali u/s_
302134 tPC.

3. Labanya Devi the wife of the deceased Akan Sarma also filed a
complaint case bearing No.44Ci02 before the learned c,J.M...Nalbari
and the same was transferred to SDJM(S), Nalbari for disposal. Taking
cognizance and after recording the statement of the complainant and
her witness, getting prima facie materials against accused hlazibur
Rahamn, Hemanta Kalita, Bidhan Singh Basumatary and Mohammad
Ali u/s-302134 rpc the rearned sDJ14(s), Nalbari issued process against
the said accused. while the accused entered into their appearance, the
learned sDJM(s), Narbari committed the case to the court of sessions
and sessions Case No,19/02 was registered. My learned predecessor
getting prima facie material framed charge against the accused
Mohammad Ali, Mazibr-rr Rahman, Hemanta Kalita, yazul Rahamn and
Bidhan Singh Basumatary u/s_302 134 lpc and while charge was read
over to them they preaded not guirty. Accused yazur Ari was
discharged' Against the order of discharge revision was preferred
before the Hon'bre High court, But the revision was dismissed by
Hon'ble High Court on B/9/06.

4. while accused rman Ari, Mazibur Rahman, Hemanta Karita and
Mohammad Ari against whom charge-sheet was submitted urs-302r34
IPC in GR case No.22Zft2(corresponding Ghograpar ps Case N0.23/02)
entered into their appearance before the learned c.J.M.,Nalbari the said
court committed the case to the court of Sessions court and sessions
case No.43l09 was registered. Ail accused against whom charge-sheet
has been submitted while appeared before the Sessions Ccurt in
sessions case No.43l08 and the case was at the stage of charge
framing then vide order dated 11/11/Og my learned predecessor
amalgamated the Sessions Case No.l9l02 with Sessions Case
No.43/08. As already charge has been framed uls_302134 lpC againstthe accused Mazibur Rahman, Hemanta Karita, Bidhan singh
Basumatary, Mohammad r\ri in sessions Case No.19/02 which arose out
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of the complaint case No.44'l02 filed by Labanya Devi wife of the

deceased, so after amalgamation of Sessions Case No.19/02 with

Sessions Case No.43l08 charge was framed against the accused lman

Ali u/s-302134 lPC. The charge was read over to the accused to which

he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

5. The prosecution to bring home the charge against the accused

examined as many as 11 witness including the l.O. The defence case is

of denial. Accused lman Ali stated during his statement u/s-313 CrPC

that on the relevant day he was called by O/C Ghograpar PS at about

11 pm for recovery of stolen article and that Akan Sharma and

Amarendra were also boarded in the vehicle by which he proceeded

and when they arrived at the residence of Tomij then Akan fell down

from the vehicle, lt is stated that while OiC wanted to bring Akan to
hospital then he refused. lt is stated that article was recovered as

shown by Akan and then o/C sent him to Borajal along with the truck
and he has no knowledge where the deceased was taken by the o/c.
The accused Mohammad stated that he was discharged from the ps

three days prior to the alleged date of occurrence and that he was not
present at the time of occurrence. The accused did not adduce any
evidence in support of their defence plea. During trial accused Mazibur
Rahman expired. so case against accused Maibur Rahman abated.

6. POINT FOR DETERMINATTON.

(i) whether accused persons, namely, rman Ali, Hemanta
Kalita, Mohammad Ali and Bidhan singh Basumatary in
furtherance of their common intention committed murder
of Akan Sarma on 13/1/02 while he was in the custody of
Ghograpar police station in a theft case by intentionally
causing his death and thereby committed an offence
punishable uls-302134 CrpC ?
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L Now to arrive at a judicious decision first of all let me discuss

and appreciate the testimonies of the witnesses. At the very outset let

me discuss the evidence of Labanya Devi who is the complainant' She

during her evidence revealed that on L2lLl2002 she traveled with her

husband by a bus from Nalbari and got down from the bus at

Ghograpar. As her husband had to open his shop which is situated at

Barajal Chowk so he leaving her proceeded towards his shop by a cycle

and she by a canter bus went to Barajal Chowk and got down from the

canter at Barajal Chowk at 9 am. While she proceeded to the shop of

her husband at Barajal, then she noticed that shop of her husband was

closed. While she inquired why the shop was closed then the public

informed her that O.C Ghograpar PS along with some of his staff

brought her husband to PS for some inquiry. She awaited almos[ for 45

minutes in front of the shop of her husband and at that time she

inoticed Mozibur Rahman, O/C Ghogrpar and some police and the O/C

informed her that as O/C Bihata PS would interrogate her husband so

he was brought to the PS and that soon after the interrogation he

would be sent back. PW-1 further stated that police asked her to go to

the PS at 12 noon for bringing her husband, She disclosed that later on

she being accompanied by her elder brother-in-law Amio Sarma went

to the PS and noticed her husband sitting at the veranda of the P,S.

She arranged for a cup of tea for her husband from the tea stall.

Thereafter police asked her to leave the P.S. and her husband was

kept at the PS. Her husband did not return back on that very night. lt is
disclosed that on L3lTl02 the accused brought Akan Sarma and

Amarendra Bharali to the Barajal Chowk. Thereafter the accused

persons tied him in a mango tree and then assaulted him in presence

of the villagers. Though she wanted to come near her husband but the

police and CRPF personnel did not allow her to go near her husband.

She revealed that from people she could know that Majibur Rahman

and lman Ali assaulted Akan Sarma and pulled his mostak. lt is

disclosed that Mozibor Rahman and lman Ali and the other accused

persons brought her husband to police station again. She revealed that

while her brother-in-law again visited Ghograpar PS in the morning

then the police personrrel informed him that the condition of her

L
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husband was serious and so he was admitted at SMK Civil Hospital,

Nalbari. Her brother-in-law Amiya Sarma visited the hospital and in the

noon time after getting information from police that condition of her

husband was serious she immediately went to the Civil Hospital and

noticed dead body of her husband in the morgue of the hospital. lt is
revealed that from the post-mortem report she could know that her

husband died due to injury sustained in the liver, brain, kidney and

lung. She revealed that her husband was a healthy person and did not

suffer from any ailment, she exhibited Ext-1 as the complaint petition

filed by her in the court of c.J.M.,Nalbari. lt is revealed by her during

cross-examination that she did not state before the police that her
husband was taken away by accused Mozibur Rahman. she admitted
that she heard that on l3loLl02 her husband was brought to Barajal

but she did not witness while he was brought to Barajal. she revealed
that the name of the accused persons were told to her by Anrarendra
Bharali whom she met at the hospital, She admitted that in the
complaint petition, in the statement before the court and in the
statement before police she did not reveal about the name of Amar
Bharali. She also admitted that she did not witness while her husband
was physically tortured but she heard about the torture from other
persons, she revealed during cross-examination that on L2lllO2 she
provided tea to her husband two times and returned from the ps at 4
pm with Amiya sarma. she revealed that during the period of
occurrence she resided at a rented house of Nalbari town and that her
original house is at a distance of 4 mile from Barajal chowk and that on
LzlLlO2 after returning from the PS she went to her original house at
Panbari' She also revealed that Amar Bharali was also arrested along
with her husband and that she cannot say after how many days Amar
Bharali informed her about the name of the accused persons.

B. PW 2 Amarendra Bharari during his evidence narrated that on
12.01.2002 while he was at his house, police of Ghograpar p.S, and
Baihata chariali p,s. came to his house and brought him to Ghograpar
P,s. He disclosed that on the same day, Akan Sharma was also brought
to the police station. Both he ancl Akan Sharma were kept sitting at the



police station, At 10,30 p.m. they were brought to the lock-up and

kept confined at the lock-up of the police station. At about 2.30 am

both of them were brought out from the lock-up and OIC Majibur

Rahman slapped twice on Kamal Sharma. He also pushed hirn (pW 2)

and thereafter, Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad Ali, lman Ali severely
assaulted them by means of bamboo and wooden'lathi'. Akar sharma
fell down due to the said assault, While he tried to save Akan Sharma,

accused Hemanta Kalita assaulted him at his little finger of the right
hand, while Akan sharma was lying on the ground then the accused
persons assaulted Akan Sharma by lathi at his abdomen and also

:.....,,,,,..,i:,. .. kicked at his abdomen by their shoes, lt is disclosed that Akan Sharma
L

.,,", 
t '': ' ", . 'was assaulted for approximately two hours and he almost became

'i . quite healthy. ln the early morning, accused persons brought him and
t), ' ' ' : Akan Sharma to Borajol Bazar by mounting them in a Tata Sumo. At

Borajol Bazar, they were tied in a post near a tree. At the said place,
Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad Ali, rman Ari, B. chetia of Baihata ps and

/ latin Kalita of Ghograpar P.S. slapped Akan Sharma and they alsol\it
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' them ' His brother also witnessed the occurrence but he was also

ldtt:itit assaulted by police. Noticing that, many people gathered at the place
of occurrence, they were mounted in a vehicle and then brought to
Ghograpar P.S. while they arrived at the police station, four police
personnel got down Akan Sharma from the vehicle and lvhile he
touched Akan sharma, then he felt that the body of Akan Sharma
became cold. Accused persons tried to warm-up Akan sharma, while
he revealed before the O/C of Baihata Chariali p.S. that during the
whole night Akan sharma was assaulted by the accused persons then
O/C, Baihata Chariali police station brought him from the police station
and kept him sitting in his vehicle. He could know that Akan Sharma
was mounted in a vehicle and Bidhan Singh Basumatary also mounted
into the said vehicle. lt is revealed that thereafter he (pw 2) was
brought to the Baihata Chariali p.s, Later on, he could know that Akan
Sharma died,



9. He was cross-examined at length. During cross-examination, he

admitted that while he and Akan Sharma were brought to Ghograpar

P.S., at that time Bidhan Singh Basumatary was not present. lt is also

admitted that while they were kept confined in the lock-up of

Ghograpar P.S. Bidhan Singh Basumatary was not present. lt is further
admitted that on 13'h January while they were assaulted at Borajol

Bazar by tying in a post, at that time also Bidhan Singh Basunratary

was not present. This witness denied about not stating before p,)lice

that Akan Sharma was assaulted by bamboo and wooden lathi and

that, he only stated before police that Akan Sharma was assaulted by

Anup Deka by lathi. lt is also denied by him that he did not state before
police that as a result of assault Akan Sharma fell down on the ground

and that, while he tried to save Akan Sharma then Hemanta Kalita

assaulted him at his little finger. lt is also denied by him that he did not

lstate before police that for two hours Akan Sharma was assaulte,J by
police and that, Akan sharma became senseless due to the assault. He

admitted that he was not present in the vehicle in which Akan Sharma

was brought back from Borajol. He admitted that he was produced

before Rangia court on 14.2,02 and that, he did not state before
Rangia court regarding assault caused upon him by police. lt is denied
by him that they had stolen away the vehicle of Nirmal Jain where 500
Refine oil tins were loaded and that, they kidnapped the driver arrd the
handyman of the said vehicle. lt is denied by him that they confessed
before police that they can show the stolen refine oil tins and so, p,rlice

brought them to Borajol. He denied that he stated before police that
Akan Sharma showed the oil tins kept at the house of Nazrul and ramij.
He denied the suggestion that the accused persons did not assault
Akan at the police station while they were brought out of the lock-up
and that, accused person did not bring them to Borajol. lt is also denied
by him that he did not state before Magistrate that Hemanta advised to
kill him. He revealed that about 2.30 am Mojibur Rahman, who was on
duty came and Anil Barman brought them from the lock-up. lt is

disclosed during his cross examination that in the morning the o/c
Mojibur Rahman and other accused persons brought them to Borajol in
a Tata Sumo vehicle.
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10. PW-3 Amiya Kr. Sarma who is the brother of Akan Sarma testified
that on tzloLlzoo2 at about 9:30 AM, he went to the market of Borajol
for purchasing some articres and while he went to the shop of his
brother Akan Sarma he found that the shop of his brother was closed.
while he inquired the neighbouring shop keepers about his brother,
then he came to know that police had taken away his brother. He and
his sister-in-law Labanya Devi came to Ghograpar ps to inquire about
his brother and then they met Akan standing at the verandah of
Ghograpar PS. Akan talked with him. while he met the o/c, Ghograpar
PS then he assured him that after interrogation his brother would be
released. Both he and Labanya Devi retured back from the police

'",'','-'..''.,. station' On the next day, he could know that Akan Sarma was not.i::

, ": 
'"',.,released and that on t3lOLlZOO2 he was beaten severely by the police

r ti., "and police personnel informed him that his brother was shifted to.i ., i '"'

',.,r ,i Nalbari Civil Hospital. while he reached to SMK Civil Hospital, Nalbari at
i.it . '.. about 2:30 PM, he found the dead body of his brother at the hospitaltr 

. , . ' 
.iirr' and his siter-in-law Labanya Devi, village headman and he

I accompanied the police while the dead body was brought to the houseiL

i.\4\y :i*:"ffi:1';: ::"H:il:"5:iilX;:'; il::l,: ;l: :.?:, i:..i:'"
.. \', r\ "':i "

i,"t,$*i',. -1';' the police station and that, his brother cannot die except for inhuman
. ,,+'r,:,i,'"' torture of the police personnels,

11' PW-4 Kandarpa Pathak who is a retired police personnel testified
that he was in service at Ghograpar ps as constable in the year 2002.
The incident occurred on 12l0tl2OO2 at Ghograpar pS. On that day, he
was on duty from 4:00 pM to 4:00 AM of the next day and the o/c
Ghograpar PS was absent. 20 tins of refined oir were brought to the
police station in connection with a theft case. Kamar Bharari and Akan
sarma were at lock-up in connection with the said case. The o/c,
Ghograpar PS directed him to bring them before him for interrogation
and he brought them from lock-up as directed by the o/c. The o/c took
them to his office roorn. rman Ari was outside the office room of the
oic' Thereafter, he(pw-a) came to the front verandah of the porice
station. Then the o/c asked hirn to take the accused. He then returned
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from his duty and later on heard that Akan Sarma was taken to hospital
and he died on L3loll2002. He disclosed that he heard cry of Kamarl
Bharali and Akan sarman at the office room of the oiC while he was
about to leave the PS.

12. PW-5 Habibuddin Ahmed testified that he investigated the U/D

case No. 1/02 which was pending at the time while he took over the
charge as o/C, Ghograpar pS on L6lo5l2oo2. He after collecting the
postmortem report of the said U/D case found that Akan sarma died as

a result of injury at chest, heart and kidney, lt is disclosed tht he could
know during the investigation that Akan Sarma died as a result of the
injury sustained by him while earlier o/c Mojibur Rahman and his party
went for search. As the matter was custodial death so, he lodged the
ejahar. on the basis of the ejahar Ghograpar ps case No, 23102 u/s-
304(4) IPC was registered. He exhibited the FtR as Ext-2 and Ext-2(1)
as his signature.

PW-5 during cross-examination revealed that the Ghograpar pS

case No.1/02 was investigated first by Mozibur Rahman the ten o/C
Ghograpar PS on the basis of ejahar lodged by ASI lman Ali. He
revealed that he filed the ejahar as there was injury in the postmortem
report. He also'revealed that he has no personnel knowledge about the
occurrence,

13' PW-6 Jatin Kalita who is a constable of police testified during his
evidence that on l2lll02 he was working as constable at Ghograpar
PS. on that day he noticed Akan sarama and Kamal Bharali at the ps
who were brought to the pS in connection with some case. on l3lLlo2
in the morning he courd know that Akan sarma died and he was
brought to hospital from the ps. As per the direction of the o.c he
came to the hospital and in his presence inquest on the dead body was
performed by Executive Magistrate. He exhibited Ext-3 as the inquest
report and Ext-3(1) as his signature. He further disclosed that on
r2l0rl02 at 10 pm he went for patroiling duty and as per the direction
of the o.C Mozibur Rahman he along with o.c went to Barajal village
for search operation. First they visited the house of village Headman
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and O.C had some discussion with the village Headman and thereafter

they went to the house Bahar Ali and from Bahar Ali's house tin of

Dalda was found. Though tins were brought to the P.S later on again

they went for search operation and at that time Akan Sarma and

Amarendra Bharali who were at the PS also went with them. lt is

disclosed that Akan Sarma and Amarendra Bharali went in the mini

truck and their staff also went in the said vehicle. He further stated

that they (PW-6) boarded in a tata Sumo vehicle and again they went
to Barajal and went to the house of Nur Hussain. During search in the

house of Nur Hussain some tin of Dalda were found and the O.C of
Ghograpar PS informed O.C Bihata PS over phone about the recovery

and he also came to the spot, Then he returned back to the PS.

14. He was cross-examined at length. During cross-examinat on he

revealed that they for the 2nd time visited Borajal by boarding in the
vehicle of O/C where O/C, two home guards and two constable were
also present. He revealed that after recovery of the tin of Dalda from
the house of Bahar they came back to the ps and thereafter again
visited Borajal and at that time Akan sharma and Amarendra Bharali

were also brought to Borajal in Mini truck. At the house of Tafiqe refine
oil and dalda were seized in connection with Baihata ps case. The o/C
Baihata PS Yazul also arrived after recovery of the oil, He further
revealed during cross-examination that they thereafter went to Borajal

chowk and the o/C Mozibur Rahman dropped them at the Borajal
Chowk and then O/C again went to the village. lt is disclosed that they
took tea at Borajal chowk. lt is revealed by him that thereafter he, o/c,
Mozibur and one constable and two home guards returned back to
Ghograpar PS and he had no knowledge how and in which vehicle Akan
Sharma and Amar Bharali returned back.

15. PW-7 Surjya Kr, Saloi (Uzal Saloi) during his evidence testified
that on L3lTl}Z the occurrence happened at Barajal chowk. He
disclosed that his house is situated near Barajal chowk and on the date
of occurrence he noticed a police vehicle at the turning near their
house and noticed sorte police personnel standing out side the vehicle.

ry$}ilfi.:.
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He also noticed some police personnel at the tea stall near the place of
occurrence he revealed that he saw Akan sarma lying in bend

condition at the place between the road and the tea stall and his hands

were tied by handcuff. He noticed Amarendra Bharali leaning against a

post out side the tea stall and he was also handcuffed. Akan Sarma

sought for drinking water but he was not provided water by police. He

disclosed that Akan seemed to be very weak. He disclosed that police
personnel rebuked him and gave a slap at his leg. while he asked
them to shift Akan to hospital, Later on the situation became tense and
police personnel mounting Akan Sarma and Amarendra Bharali in
vehicle left the said place, He disclosed that Akan Sarma was not in a

"..,,. ,,.,, position to mount in a the vehicle, On the evening he could knolrr that
. '.,':' " 1'-"1,.'.'': Akan Sarma died. He admitted that Amarendra Bharali was his cousin.,.

,; ', ' 
','), 

brother and that he was apprehended and brought before the B,angiaIt , ,,l
,,, 

,,, I 
, 
: 

i : court in a case of Bihata Chariali. He revealed that he did not disclose
r:, .,,- '' " before Magistrate and the police that they asked police to provide

: r ':i drinking waterto Akan Sarma. He admitted that he did not state before.,.,::...,.,

\\i

Magistrate that Akan Sarma was lying in bend condition.

16. PW-8, Naren Das testified that he was the HG at Ghograpar ps

during the period 2002. He revealed that on the date of occurrence he
met Akan Sarma at the PS. He testified that Akan informed him that as
o,c called him to the ps so he came for meeting o.c. lt is revealed by
him that during the period of occurrence, the o.C of Ghograpar ps was
Mozibur Rahman and the porice staff were lman AIi, Bidhan
Basumatary, Pulakesh Rabha, constable Jatin Kalita, Anil Barman, Dilip
Thakuria, Pradip were doing duty. At 9 pm they were sent for patrolling
duty by o,c and at 10 pm while they returned back from patrolling
duty he noticed Akan Sarma and Amarendra Bharali sitting at the pS. lt
is revealed that he, rman Ali, Dilip Deka, Jatin Kalita went to Barajal for
recovery of some stolen refine oil and Akan sarma and Amarendra
Bharali also accompanied them in separate vehicle. lt is revealed that
from Tafik Ali's house refine oil was recovered. ln the morning hours
they returned back and later on from sentry on the duty he could know
that Akan sarma died. He revealed that Akan sarma, Amar Bharali

!-
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were noticed by him at lock up prior to their visit at Barajal. This

witness was declared hostile by prosecution. He during cross-

examination by prosecution denied that he stated before the l/O that
while tins were not found then Amar Bharali and Akan sharma were

assaulted and that o/C Mohammad Ali, and Hemanata Kalita assaulted
them by trampling on their body. He also denied having stated before
police that lman Ali assaulted Amar Bharali and Akan Sharma twice by

scale like article (like student is beaten by teacher) and that Akan

sharma was not allowed to warm himself on fire. He during cross-
examination admitted that ASI Bidhan singh Basumatary was not
present while they went for search operation. lt is also admitted by him
that accused persons did not assault Akan sarma and Amar Bharali. lt
is disclosed that he never witnessed incident of assault while Akan
sarma and Amar Bharali were brought to Borajal and then to their
police station, lt is disclosed that after recovery of the refine oil he

along with o,C returned back to the ps and Amar and Akan were taken
away to Bihata PS by O.C Bihata pS,

17. PW-g, Bibha Bharali during her evidence narrated that on
12lrl02 police of Ghograpar ps had taken away Amarendra and Akan
to the police station. She further disclosed that on 13/1/02 she noticed
that police brought them to Barajal chowk in the morning hours. At that
time she was walking with a small boy. she noticed that Amar and
Akan got down from the vehicle and thereafter police assaulted them
after tying them in a pole. Surjya Haloi was also assaulted by police as
public raised hue and cry, Akan sarma became senseless and then
police brought back him to Ghograpar ps. ln the evening she heard
that Akan sarma died at the Hospital. she revealed that the accused
presence at the dock are the said persons who assaulted Akan, During
cross-examination she admitted that Amarendra Bharali is her brother
and that a case was lodged against him at Guwahati also. lt is
disclosed that at the time of occurrence 25/30 persons gathered at the
place of occurrence ancl whire they were chased by police then they
went to their own house. lt is disclosed that Amarendra and Akan were
tied in a post of Ramani's shop. lt is admitted that shop of Bani Das

I
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and sandan Das are situated near the said place and that surya and
Ramani came there prior to her arrival. She revealed that she noticed
l0ll2 police personnel at the Barajal chowk and that she came to the
Barajal chowk after hearing hullah

18. PW-10 Dr, Prabin Choudhury testified during his evidence that
Dr. Rabin Bhuyan performed the postmortem on the dead body of Akan
sarma. He can recognize the signature of Dr. Rabin Bhuyan, Following
are the observations made during the postmortem:

Subdural blood present in the frontal region of the brain.
Forebrain stained with blood. Right 7th rib was fractured. Excessive
blood present at the chest wall, Both pleura are consist with blood. One
section over bristle areas the tissues including sculpt are stained with
blood cannot be washed out with water. Lacerated wound on the lungs,
heart, liver and right kidney stained with blood and can be washed out
with water. Brain matter of frontal area stained with blood cannot be
washed out with water. Blood present in pleura. The doctor opined that
death was due to extensive haemorhage resulting from the injury to
lung, heart, liver, kidney and brain. He exhibited Ext-4 as the
postmortem report, Ext-4(1) as the signature of Dr. Rabin Bhuyan and
Ext-4(2) as the signature of the then joint Director Dr, Jatindra Nath
Choudhury which is known to him. During cross examination the doctor
revealed that he cannot say from the report about the time of death,
He also disclosed that he cannot say about the duration and age of the
injuries. The Doctor reveared that there was an injury on the outer side
of the body.

19. PW-11, Anil ch. Nath is the t/o. He during his evidence disclosed
that on 23107106 while he was working at Ghograpar ps as s.l on that
day o'C handed over the case diary of Ghograpar ps case No,23l02 to
him for completing the investigation. He recorded the statement of
Yazul Rahman, Bireswar Chutia. As he found that already the
investigation has been completed by the earlier l/o so he getting
materials against the accused Mozibur Rahman, ASr, rman AIi constabre
431-Hemanta Kalita, iiG-Moliamrnad Ali submitted charge_sheet

\ 'j j
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against them uls-302134 lPC. He exhibited Ext-5 as the charge-sheet

and Ext-5(2) as his signature. lt is disclosed by him during cross that as

per the case diary Akan Sarma and Amar Bharali were the accused of

Bihata PS Case No.3/02 and they were kept in the police station of

Ghograpar PS on the night for interrogation. Next day Yazul Rahman,

Bireswar came to Ghograpar for recovery of stolen article and came to

know that Akan Sarma and Amar Bharali were taken from the Police

Station for recovery of the stolen articles and that party of Yazul went

to the house of Tamijuddin and recovered the stolen articles. Akan

Sarma and Amar Bharali were also present at the courtyard of

Tamizuddin. lt is admitted by him that in the Ext-5 the name of Bidhan

Singh Basumatary was not shown as charge-sheet accused and that his

name is cited as witness in the charge-sheet.

20. This witness was re-examined later on and during his re-

examination he revealed that on 2I103102 on receipt of an ejahar from

Habibuddin Ahmed the then O/C Ghograpar Ghograpar PS Case

No.23102 was registered and O/C Ghograpar PS entrusted S/l Sushil Kr.

Talukdar to investigate the case. He revealed that llo Sushil Kr.

Talukdar already expired. During investigation period said l/O Sushil Kr.

Talukdar prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence and he

exhibited Ext-6 as the sketch map and Ext-6(1) as the signature of said

l.O Sushil Kr, Talukdar whose hand writing is known to him. He

revealed that the said l/O also recorded statement of some of the

witnesses and after his transfer the c/D was handed over to s/l

Narayan Sarma, Statement of witness Derazuddin Ahmed and

Moktaram Das was recorded by l/o Narayan sarma. Thereafter next Uo
Anuj Gogoi recorded the statement of witness Labanya Devi and

Amarendra Bharali. He disclosed that he knows the hand writing of r/o
Anuj Gogoi who already died. He revealed that l/O Sushil Kr. Talukdar
recorded the statement of Naren Das. He further disclosed that Naren
stated before the l/O that while tins were not found then Amar Bharali

and Akan sarma were assaulted and that o/C, Mohammad Ali and
Hemanta Kalita assaulted them by trampling on their body, lt is also

stated by him that Narerr Das stated before the l/o that lman Ali

,f^t"
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assaulted Amar Bharali and Akan Sarma twice by scale like article (as

student is beaten by teacher) and that Akan Sarma was not allowed to
warm himself on fire. This witness was cross-examined at length.
During cross-examination he revealed that witness Amarendra Bharali
during his 161 CrPC before the t/O did not disclose that Akan Sarma
was severely assaulted by bamboo stick and wooden stick and that
after the assault Akan sarma fell down on the ground; that while he
tried to save Akan while Akan sarma was assaulted then Hemanta
Kalita caused fracture on his fracture. lt is stated by him that
Amarendra Bharali did not state before the l/O that for two hours Akan
Sarma was assaulted and that Akan Sarma became senseless. He also

. 't_ 
", 

, , .., 
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_'.'.

,.. ",,:l l':'.' j,.;,,,,. disclosed that the witness Amarendra Bharali stated before the l/O
': ' '''i.''", that Akan Sarma was assaulted. He fufther revealed that witnessl

,:i , I , 
liO*urandra Bharali stated before the liO that after showing tins of oil

' : ' t" recovered and brought to Barajal Chowk and Amarendra was provided
tea. He also revealed that usuaily GD entry is maintained if anybody is
kept in the lock up of the porice station. According to him the key of
the lock up is kept under the custody of the sentry of the police station
who is on duty.

27. The learned defence counsel argued on several count to
establish that the accused is innocent and that conviction should not
be recorded against the accused. rt is argued that the evidence
adduced by the prosecution are not sufficient to warrant a conviction
against the accused persons; that the prosecution hoperessry failed to
prove the allegation against the accused persons beyond reasonable
doubt; that the witness except the relative of Akan sarma and
Amarendra Bharali who were examined by the prosecution did not
implicate the accused persons regarding the commission of the crime;
that the depositions against the accused persons are not reriabre and
trustworthy; that the prosecution witnesses except Amarendra Bharali
could not identify that the accused persons are those porice personner
who assaulted the deceased Akan Sarma; that no Tlp was held for
identification of the assaitant.

,hru'
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22, lt is submitted that witness Amarendra Bharali who named the
accused as the assailants during his evidence is not at all reliable
witness and his evidence is not creditworthy. lt is also submitted that
witness Amarendra Bharali is a co-accused with the deceased in a case

u/s-379 IPC and both of them were arrested by Ghograpar ps on the
same day, for the above referred case. lt is submitted that being a co-

accused he is a very much interested and partisan witness.

23, lt is submitted that his evidence is contradictory with his earlier
statement uls-202 CrPC before the SDJM(S) Nalbari recorded in

connection with C.R Case No.44102 which was registered on the basis
of a complaint case filed by the wife of the deceased Akan Sarma for
custodial death of Akan sarma. lt is pointed out by the learned defence
counsel that in the said earlier statement he did not mention the name
of a single accused as the perpetrator of the crime whose name is now
mentioned in the evidence before the court. lt is strenuously argued
that there is major contradictions in his evidence with his earlier
statement before the l.o regarding the whole incident of physical
torture at the PS as well as at Barajal chowk alleged to be caused by
the accused which renders his whole evidence most unreliable.

24. lt is strenuously argued that as per the complaint petition there
is no allegation regarding any torture upon the deceased on ]r2l].lo2.it
is argued further that Labanya Devi pw-l who is the wife of the
deceased cum complainant of complaint Case No,4aflO2 nowhere
during her evidence disclosed anything about any torture upon her
husband on LZlLlO2 at Ghograpar pS. lt is submitted that for the said
discrepancy between the testimony of pw-l and pw-2 the evidence of
PW-2 regarding alleged incident of assault on Akan at the ps on the
late night of t2llljT cannot be accepted. lt is also submitted that the
evidence of PW-2 Amarendra Bharali that the deceased Akan sharma
was assaulted at the clramber of the O/C Ghograpar pS on I2llUO2 at
about 2-30 am is not at all reliable as none of the witnesses specially
the PW-4 Kandarpa patlrak wrro was on duty at the Ghograpar ps from
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4 pm of 72lllO2 to 4 am nowhere disclosed about any torture caused

upon the deceased by any police officer including the accused persons

at the PS. lt is also submitted that evidence is lacking that for the
alleged assault on 72l0llO2 or for injury on LZltlO2 at the pS ,Akan

Sharma died. lt is strenuously argued that evidence on record clearly
showed that the deceased was healthy at the time of bringing him to
Borajal Chowk from the Ghograpar ps, pointing out to the eviden,:e of
PW-B and PW-6 jatin it is submitted that the deceased accompanied
the police to Borajal Chowk at the night of l2lllO2 for recovery of the
stolen articles, lt is also submitted that these witnesses also nowhere

. , ,.,._,,,",, ..,... stated about witnessing any injury on the person of Akan Sharma v,rhile

,,r'' ,', - rirri,i,.,',, Akan Sharma accompanied them from the police station to Bc,rajal:.-. , ' ../: t\;|' ,t '',,',lphowk at the time of recovery of oil tin, lt is submitted that the
:;'. i 1 ,.',f

;l "1, i . eviclence of Jatin Kalita and Naren Das shows that Akan Sharma wasri '. i

'r1''""' ''*'" ' search of stolen Dalda oil at Borajal on the late night of l2lllO2. under
the above circumstance he argued not to rely upon the evidence of
PW-2 regarding torture at the pS.

25. lt is submitted that though pw-2 Amarendra disclosed that the
accused Hemanta Kalita, Mahammad Ali, lman Ali along with other
constable B chetri and Jatin Kalita slapped Akan and assaulted Akan
sharma by chappal at Borajal chowk yet he nowhere in the complaint
case revealed about the fact that he was assaulted by the said
accused. lt is submitted that the above contradiction on material point
makes his evidence in this regard most unreliable. lt is submitted that
the improvement to his earlier statement makes his evidence in this
regard not credit worthy. tt is submitted that though the pw-9 Bibha
Bharali testified that she witnessed that deceased was assaulted by
the police personnel at Borajal Chowk on 13/1/02 at about B am but
she could not say or identify that the accused person are the persons
who assaulted the deceased at Borajal Chowk. lt is submitted that this
witness is actuaily not an eye witness to the aileged occurrence of
Borajal Chowk which is clear from her cross-examination. As pw-2 is an
interested witness anci his evicrence relati,g to torture on Akan at

,,h^t"
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BorajalChowkisnotcorroboratedbyanywitness'sodefenceside
argued not to rely on his testimony'

26.ltissubmittedthattheaccusedarenotinvolvedinassaultat
Borajal Chowk as well as at Ghograpar PS and deserves to be

acquitted.

2l,ltissubmittedthatwitnessAmarendraBharaliwhonamedthe
accusedastheassailantsduringhisevidenceisnotatallreliable
witnessandhisevidenceisnotcreditworthy.ltisalsosubmittedthat
witness Amarendra Bharali is a co-accused with the deceased in a case

.. ::" ir:::ir-. u/s-379 IPC and both of them were arrested by Ghograpar PS on the

. "', : ::i1,'7 1.r'r:)'';, --*^ ,^., rnr rha:horre referred case, lt is submitted that being a co-
.t:',, 1, .,'.,, tr, same day, for the above referret

ii '':,'1' 

',,,.1*, 
',,,.1,'.u..used he is a very much interested and partisan witness'

.l i, . i

'1,. .',..,, .:. 'rr. lt is argued that as per the version of PW-4 Kandarpa who is a
''l 

' ' :' , 'r' ' ," retired police person and who was on duty at Ghograpar P'S since 4 pm
'

1 to 4 am of ]]2lO1lO2' no police person tortured the deceased' lt is

\ , UX submitted that during his duty period only as per direction of O/C

r{ \
t7\ ' Mazibur Rahman he brought the deceased Akan sarma and Amarendra

. .,r, .,.

roomofo/Candthatnootheraccusedispresentintheroom(
o/C.ltisalsosubmittedthatasperevidenceofthesaidPWaccused
lman Ali was out side the room of O/C' According to the learned

defence counsel PW-4 Kandarpa nowhere supported the fact of torture

uponthethedeceasedbytheaccusedpersonsasdescribedby
witness Amarendra. No other witness deposed such fact'

29,PointingouttothedelayinlodgingtheFlRaswellasthe
complaint petition it is submitted that there is inordinate delay in

lodging the ejahar as well as the complaint petition and the same

creates serious doubt regarding veracity of the prosecution case'

30. lt is submitted that

persons namelY, Mazibur

in the complaint case bearing No'44ci08 five

Flahman, Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad Ali'
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Bidhan Singh Basumatary and Yazur Rahman were mentioned as

accused and that accused lman Ali was not shown aS accused in the

said complaint petition. However, he was shown as a charge-sheeted

accused in the police case bearing No.Ghograpar PS Case No.23l02. lt

is submitted that as lman Ali was not named in the complaint petition

lodged by the wife of the deceased as the persons involved in the

custodial death of the deceased Akan Sharma so his involvement in

assault upon the deceased is doubtful. lt is submitted that the

witnesses examined by the prosecution except PW-2 nowhere uttered

a single word against the accused lman Ali as the person involved in

causing torture on deceased Akan Sharma while he was in custody of

police of Ghograpar PS, lt is submitted that accused lman Ali deserves

to be acquitted on the above ground,

31. lt is submitted that though as per the complaint petition of C,R

Case No.44102 as well as the evidence of complainant Labanya Devi

she witnessed all the accused causing torture on her husband at

Borajal Chowk yet her cross-examination clearly showed that she is not

an eye witness to the alleged incident of torture happened at Borajal

Chowk and so her exaggerated evidence should not be accepted,

32. lt is strenuously argued that there is no evidence against

accused Bidhan Singh Basumatary. Pointing out to the evidence of PW-

2 Amarendra Bharali it is submitted that there is no allegation in his

evidence regarding involvement of accused Bidhan Singh Basumatary

in assault causing physical torture upon the deceased Akan Sharma at

the Ghograpar PS or at Borajal Chowk. lt is argued that the evidence

being lacking against accused Bidhan Singh Basumatary he deserves

to be acquitted.

33. lt is argued that charge is defective as place and time of alleged

occurrence was not mentioned.

34. lt is further submitted that the G.D Entry and other documents of

the PS was not produced to establish the presence of accused person
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at the PS on l2ltl02 and 13/1/02 and hence the fact that deceased
was in the custody of Ghograpar pS should not be believed,

35. lt is submitted that the olc of the Ghograpar ps Mazibur
Rahman is only responsible in the case for custodial death of Akan
sharma as he assaulted the deceased and kept him at Ghograpar ps. lt
is submitted that accused Mohammad Ali and Hemanta Kalita are only
Home guard and constable and lman Ali is the S/l and these accused
persons cannot took out them from the custody of the o/c. Hence
alleged assault caused by them at the ps at late night of L2lllo2 is not
at all believable. tt is submitted that it is the O/C of the pS an,C the
person in-charge of the lock up who is responsible if any assault is
caused on the deceased.

36. Pointing out to the evidence of PW-2 Amarendra it is submitted
that while Akan was brought from Borajal chowk to the pS on t3lrlo}
then Amarendra was not in the same vehicle and some other police
personnel were presents in the said vehicle. lt is submitted that
evidence is lacking that the accused was present in the said vehicle
and as such possibility cannot be ruled out that in the said vehicle in
which deceased was returning back he was assaulted by the other
police officer or home guard and not by the accused.

37 . lt is submitted that as per the evidence of pw-B Naren Das from
the house of Tomiz where from some oil tin were recovered deceased
and Amarendra were brought to Borajal in the vehicle of olc
Ghograpar and o/c Baihata took them to Baihata ps. rt is argued that
under such circumstance it is the o/c Baihata ps yazur Rahman and
the police accompanied him from Baihata ps are responsible.

38. Per contra the rearned speciar p.p engaged in this particurar case
submitted that in the instant case the prosecution has been abre to
bring home the charge against the accused uls_302/34 lpC. lt is
strenuously argued that prosecution has established the fact relating
to detention of the deceased Akan sarma in the Ghograpar pS on the
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morning of L2lllo2. lt is submitted that Amarendra Bharali who was

also detained with the deceased on the same day forwarded direct and

cogent evidence relating to the custodial death of Akan Sarma.

39, lt is submitted that the evidence of co-detainee Amarendra

clearly established regarding brutal torture on the deceased caused by

the accused persons at the Ghograpar PS as well as at Borajal Chowk

as the result of which Akan Sharma succumbed to his injury on

L3lLl02.

40. lt is submitted that prosecution has presented systenratic

evidence to connect the accused with the crime. He submitted that
there is evidence that

That, deceased Akan Sarma and Amarendra bharali 'l/ere
brought to Ghograpar PS by the then O/C Majibor Rahnran

and his staff on the morning of 121L012002.

That, Amarendra Bharali and deceased Akan Sarma were

arrested in connection with a criminal case registered at
Baihata PS and kept them in the lock-up of Ghograpar pS

from 1210112002 till the morning of L310L12002.

That, deceased Akan Sarma was found in sound health

while PW-l and PW-3 visited the PS on 1210112002.

That deceased Akan Sarma was brutally tortured on the
night of 1210112002 at the PS by the accused Majibor

Rahman, lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita and Mohammad Ali as

revealed from the evidence of PW-2.

That, in the early morning of L310L12002 both Akan Sarma

and Amarendra Bharali were taken to Borajol Market where
again Akan Sarma were tortured there and seeing the
public gathering there they were taken to the pS where
from Akan sarma was carried to Nalbari Civil Hospitar in
almost dead condition

(il1

(iii)
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(vii) That, in the postmortem report the Doctor opined that the

death of Akan Sarma is due to the injuries sustained in

heart, chest and kldney.

41. lt is submitted that the four accused lman, Mahammad and

Hemanta and Bidhan Chandra deserved to be convicted uls- 302134

IPC

42. On the back drop of foregoing argument let me decide whether
the death of Akan sarma was homicidal or not and if homicidal then

who is the perpetrator of the crime.

43. First of all let me determine whether the death of Akan Sarma is

homicidal or not. The PM report and Doctor's evidence shows that
there is subdural blood present in the frontal region of the brain and

fore brain stained with blood and brain matter of frontal areas which is

stained with blood cannot be washed with water. lt also appears from
the post-mortem report and Doctor's evidence that seven right rib
fractured and excessive blood present at the chest wall and both
pleura are consist with blood, Doctor also disclosed that one section
over bristal area the tissue including scalp are stained with blood and

cannot be washed out with water. There is also lacerated wound in the
lurrg, heart,liver, right kidney stained with blood and be washed out
with water. It is also disclosed that brain matter of frontal area stained
with blood cannot be washed out with water. Blood present in pleura.

The Doctor opined that death is due to excessive haemorrhage
resulting from injury to the lung, heart, liver, kidney and brain. The
Doctor also revealed that there is one external injury which is noticed
at the time of Postmortem. The Postmortem report shows that there is

bruise present over posterior aspects of the chest, loin, buttock, calf of
both the legs and dorsam of both arm and fore arm. The Doctors
evidence relating to the injury and cause of death is nowhere
challenged by the defence. There is no possibility of causing such type
of injury by deceased himself. The Doctor,s evidence and postmortem

i'
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report makes it clear that the death of deceased Akan Sharma is a

homicidal one,

44. Usually regarding the allegation of police torture or custodial

death direct ocular evidence regarding involvement of police personnel

is not available, Presence of family member or other witness inside the

police station or lock up is not possible and hence there is no chance of

having witnesses to the occurrence except the police personnel of the

PS, lt is the police personnel of the police station who can speak or

explain about the circumstances leading to the death of a person

while he was in their custody. But often it is seen that the police

personnel remains mum or does not disclose the truth so aS to save

their superior officer or colleagues involved in torturing the persons in

police custody who ultimately died due to such torture.

45. At this juncture I would like to discuss the principles laid do',vn by

Hon'ble SC regarding custodial violence in D.K Basu Vs. state of West

Bengal reported in 7 (L991) 1 SCC 416. lt is declared by the Hon'ble SC

that custodial violence, including rape, torture and death in the lock

up, strikes a blow to the rule of law. lt was emphasized that custodial

death is perhaps one of the worst crimes in a civilized society governed

by rule of law, lt is aggravated by the fact that crimes in custody are

committed by persons, who are charged with the solemn responsibility

to protect the fundamental rights of all the citizens. These crimes are

committed under the shield of uniform and ar-rthority within the four

walls of police station or lock up, the victim being totally helpless. The

judgment further declared that the fundamental right under Articles 21

and 22(1) of the Constitution required to be jealously and scrupulously

protected. lt reiterated the principle that the expression "Life or

Personal Liberty in Article 21 includes right to live with human dignity.

46. Therefore, it also includes within itself guarantee against the

torture and assault by the States or his functionaries"
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9"1 , The Hon'ble Supreme Court, vide judgment dated 09/03/2011 in

the case Haricharan and Ors. Vs. State of Madhya Pradesh and Ors. (in

Criminal Appeal No. 581 of 2003) observed as follows:

"The Supreme Court, as the custodian and protector of the

fundamental and the basic human rights of the citizens, would view

with deep concern any allegation made against the police officials

about custodial crimes. ln the present case, we are dealing with the

torture of detenue, resulting in death. Using any form of torture for

extracting any kind of information, from a suspect was declared to be

"neither right, nor just, nor fair." it was specifically laid down :hat

though a crimes suspect must be interrogated ---- indeed subjecte,C to

. '".'.''".,,,," sustain and scientific interrogation - determined in accordance with the
't '''' '." -l"l .i ,,1- t, ^-^,,:^:^^ ^r r^.., r-^ -^^^^r i-^..,^.,^- r-^ l^-+,,-^

,.,,;",.',;l:t ..;-.lji 
*r, provision of law, he cannot, however, be tortured or subjected to third

l1,u.,i' '::"., ', ,'::: ': d€g[€€ methods or eliminated with a view to elicit informatiorr or

.,,.'
i ,,'.1: opinion, have been totally disregarded in the present case.
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47 . Hon'ble Supreme court vide judgment dated 8/9/03 passed in

Smt. Shakela Abdul Gafar Khan Vs Vasant Raghunath Dhabele and

another observed that "The diabolic recurrence of police torture
resulting in a terrible scare in the minds of common citizens that their
lives and liberty are under a new and unwarranted peril because

guardian of law destroyed the human rights by custodial violence and

torture and invariably resulting in death. The vulnerability of human

rights assumes a traumatic torture when functionaries of the State
whose paramount duty is to protect the citizens and not to commit
gruesome offences against them, in realty perpetrated them.

48. Rarely in cases of police torture or custodial death, direct ocular
evidence of the complicity of the police personnel alone who can c,nly

explain the circumstances in which a person in their custody had died.

Bound as they are by the ties of brotherhood, it is not unknown that
the police personnel prefer to remain silent and more often than not
even pervert the truth to save their colleagues and the present case is
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an apt illustration as to how one after the other police witnesses

feigned ignorance about the whole matter.

49. The exaggerated adherence to and insistence upon the

establishment of proof beyond every reasonable doubt by the

prosecution, at times even when the prosecuting agencies are

themselves fixed in the dock, ignoring the ground realities, the fact-

situation and the peculiar circumstances of a given case, as in the
present case, often results in miscarriage of justice and makes the
justice delivery system suspect and vulnerable, ln the ultimate analysis

the society suffers and a criminal gets encouraged. Tortures in the
po lice custody, wh ich of late a re on the increase, receive

encouragement by this type of an unrealistic approach at times of the
courts as well because it reinforces the belief in the mind of the police

that no harm would come to them if one prisoner dies in the lock-up

because there would hardly be any evidence available to the
prosecution to directly implicate them with the torture. The courts must
not lose sight of the fact that death in police custody is perhaps one of
the worst kind of crimes in a civilized society, governed by the rule of
law and poses a serious threat to an orderly civilized society. Torture in

custody flouts the basic rights of the citizen recognized by the Indian

Constitution and is an affront to human dignity. Police excesses and the
maltreatment of detainees/ under-trial prisoners or suspects tarnishes
the image of any civilized nation and encourages the men in "Khaki" to
consider themselves to be above the law and sometimes even to
become law unto thenrselves. Unless stern measures are taken to
check the malady of the very fence eating the crops, the foundations of
the criminal justice delivery system would be shaken and the
civilization itself would risk the consequence of heading, towards total
decay resulting in anarchy and authoritarianism reminiscent of
barbarism. The courts must, therefore, deal with such cases in a

realistic manner and with the sensitivity which they deserve, othervrise
the common man may tend to gradually lose faith in the efficacy of the
system of judiciary itself, which if it happens will be a sad day for any
one to reckon with",
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50. Keeping in mind the above principle of law laid down by Hon,ble

SC now let me consider whether prosecution has able to establish a
case u/s- 3O2l34lPC against the accused persons,

51, ln the instant case wife of the deceased pw-1 Labanya Devi

disclosed that on 7211102 while she arrived at the shop of her husband
situated at Barajal chowk she noticed that the shop of her husband
was closed and police informed her that her husband was taken to

' ' " -...,,. Ghograpar PS by OIC Mazibur Rahman and some other police
. . personnel. After awailing for some time at the said place she met the

'i ; i' 
;said O/C at the Barajal Chowk and could know from him that he wasiJ' ..

,. ' 'rfbrought to the Ghograpar PS for some interrogation by O/C Baihata pS
J , )^ ,',r' ,

'"" i" 
PS at 12 noon to bring her husband. Accordingly she visited the pS with
Amiya Sarma the elder brother of the deceased and noticed her
husband sitting at the veranda of the PS. After some time she and her
brother in law returned back as directed by police. Her husband did not
return back for the whole night. PW-3 Amiya Sarma corroborated the

PW-1 at day time and noticing his brother at the veranda of Ghograpar
PS. As his brother was not released so they returned back from the pS.

The above evidence of PW-I and PW-2 is corroborated by their
statement recorded uls-202 CrpC in CR Case No.44,102. Nothing could
be elicited during cross-examination why these witnesses will falsely
state regarding taking away Akan Sarma by police to Ghograpar pS in
the morning of 12ll.l02 for some interrogation and regarding meeting
him at the Ghograpar porice station on day time of L2loLloz.

52. Now let me come to the evidence of pw-2 Amarendra Bharali
who claimed himself as il're another detainee who was also brought to
the PS in the morning of t2/tlOT by police of Ghograpar pS as well as
Baihata PS. He testified that Akan sarma was also brought to the ps on
the same day. He disclosed that o/c Mazibur Rahman and other other
accused persons brought him to the ps. According to his evidence both

,hr*
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of them were kept out side the lock up upto 10-30 pm and thereafter

brought to lock up of the PS. His above evidence could not be

dislodged by the defence side in anyway. During cross-examination he

made it clear that Akan Sarma was also brought to the PS along urith

him from Borajal Chowk. He revealed that along with OIC Majibur

Rahman, all the other accused went to bring him.

53. His evidence made it clear that both he and Akan Sharma rvas

brought to the Ghograpar PS together on the morning of f2lUOZ by

O/C Mazibur Rahman and other accused. So the evidence of PW-2 also

corroborated the evidence of PW-I Labanya regarding the fact that

Akan Shrama was brought to the Ghograpar PS by the police of

Ghograpar PS on the morning of L2lllo2. lt is also noticed from his

evidence that in the early morning of L3ll-l02 at about 6 am they were

brought to Borajal by police of Ghograpar PS,

54. PW-4 Kandarpa who was on duty at the PS also corroborated the

presence of deceased Akan and PW-2 Amarendra at the Ghograpar PS

on the night of l2lLl02 till early morning of 13lLlO2.

55. PW-8 Naren Das who was working as Home Gard at the

Ghograpar PS on the relevant day also corroborated the fact that he

noticed Akan Sharma and Amarednra Bharali sitting at the PS on the

night ot L2lLl02.

56, PW-6 Jatin Kalita also disclosed about presence of deceased

Akan sharma and Amarendra Bharali at the P.s on LzlLl02. According
to l'rim they were brought to the PS in connection with a case. lt is also

noticed from his evidence in cross that on the late night of ]-2lllO2 l.e

in the early morning of the next day they for the 3d time again went for
search operation at Borajal and Akan Sharma and Amarendra Bharali

who were inside the PS at that time were also taken with them for the
raid at Borajal in the relevant morning. So it is established that since

the morning of l2lll02 till the morning of I3|^1OZ deceased and

Amarendra was in the custody of Ghograpar PS,
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57 . The co-detainee whose presence on 12lLl02 at the PS is

confirmed by the staff of the PS Naren and Jatin stated during his

evidence that on the night of 12lLl02 At 10.30 p.m. they were brought

to the lock-up and kept confined at the lock-up of the police station. At

about 2.30 am both of them were brought out from the lock-up and

O/C Majibur Rahman slapped twice on Kamal Sharma. He also pushed

him (PW 2) and thereafter, Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad AIi, lman Ali

severely assaulted them by means of bamboo and wooden 'lathi'. Akan

Sharma fell down due to the said assault. While he tried to save Akan

Sharma, accused Hemanta Kalita assaulted him at his little finger of

the right hand, While Akan Sharma was lying on the ground then the

accused persons assaulted Akan Sharma by lathi at his abdomen and

also kicked at his abdomen by their shoes. lt is disclosed that Akan

Sharma was assaulted for approximately two hours and he almost

became senseless. The constable of the Ghograpar PS PW-4 Kandarpa

Pathak who was on duty from 4 pm of L2lLlO2 to 4 am of the next day

corroborated the fact that the O/C of the PS directed him to bring the
two detainee Akan Sharma and Amar Bharali from the lock up and then

he brought out the said two persons from lock up who were in the lock-

up as directed by the the O/C and O/C took them to the office room of
the O/C, The O/C directed him to stay outside. He noticed lman Ali out

side the room of the o/C, He (PW-4) then went to the front veranda of
the PS. As the witness remained silent regarding the alleged torture
caused upon Akan sharma and Amarendra at the night so the defence
side urged not to rely upon the version of pw-2. Apart from this the
defence side also submitted that as the pw-4; did not say anything
about the presence of other accused and torture caused by the
accused persons so court should not rely upon the evidence of pw-2. It
is also submitted that the pw-2 did not state anything about the
torture at the PS by the accused in his earlier statement and hence
also his evidence should not be accepted.

58. The l/o proved that PW-2 did not state before him about the
fact that Al<an Sharma was severely assaulted by bamboo stick and
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wooden stick and that after the assault Akan Sharma fell down on the

ground and that while he tried to save Akan, then Hemanta Kalita

caused fracture injury at the finger by assaulting him(PW-2). LO also

proved that PW-2 did not state that for two hours Akan was assaulted

and that he became senseless.

59. Though the LO proved the above contradiction in the 161 CrPC

statement of PW-2 regarding the manner of .assault, weapon of assault

used and duration of assault yet the l.O categorically stated that there

is no contradiction with the earlier statement of PW-2 relating to the

fact that Akan Sharma was assaulted. No contradiction is also there

regarding the fact that accused lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad

Ali and O/C Mozibur assaulted Akan Sharma. lt appears that the
witness Amarendra in his statement uls-202 CrPC in CR Case No.44i02

clearly disclosed that accused persons assaulted him and Akan by

means of bamboo and wooden lathi.

60. lt is noticed that in the earlier statement u/s-202 CrPC this witness
specifically mentioned that the accused persons caused injury on Akan

Sharma and that Akan fell down, The statement of pW-2 uls-202 CrpC

brings credence to his testimony before this court regarding the fact
that accused lman Ali, Hemanta and Mohammad Ali caused assault
upon Akan sharma by means of bamboo lathi and wooden lathi on the
late night of L2lll02 i.e in the early morning of 13/1/03 inside the
Ghograpar PS lt also appears that o/c Mozibur Rahman slapped Akan.
Often it is seen that the l/O recorded the statement of the witness in a

perfunctory manner and does not record the statement in its verbatim
for which ultimately contradiction arises. As the PW-2 gave the details
of the weapon used in his statement u/s-202 CrpC so I find his evidence
most trustworthy,

61, The medical evidence also shows that there is sign of bruise
present over chest, buttock, calf of both legs and dorsum of both arm
and forearm.

&,^\d
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62. The inquest report also
mark at thigh up to below the
at right hand,

shows that there
knee of both legs,

is sign of some black
at buttock, back and

63. So the medical report
the fact of injury sustainecl

evidence also corroborated
upon Akan.

and the inquest report
by Akan Sharma and

the evidence of pW-2

also corroborated

the documentary

regarding assault

64. Though the witness pw-4 who was on duty at the pS from 4 am
of l2lll02 to 4 am of next day morning and who brought deceased and

. . .j . r,_ ir.,..

,, :. ,, - t;;.','.the night of the relevant day yet his evidence makes it clear that he

i, . f , i ":a,,fter handing over Akan sharma and Amarendra to the o/C from lock-
',- ',t ; r:': ..'..lYP 

went to the front veranda of the ps. so he might not have noticed'" '." ' '-"r'''the assault caused upon the deceased. lt also appears that he did notI "'l'''' 
state the name of the other accused except accused lman Ali and o/c.:. ,

as present whire Akan and Amar were brought out from the rock up on
that night. However as he did not go inside the O/C,s room and O/C
himself took the deceased and Amarendra to his office room whire pw-
4 brought them from rock-up, so definitery he did not notice if anybody
was there inside o/C's room at that time. He did not state that accused
Hemanta and Mohammad Ari was not present at the ps at that time. As
he went to the front veranda of the ps instead of standing outside the
room of o/C so he may not see the incident of assaurt caused by
accused lman, Mohammad and Hemanta and O/C late Majibur. Apart
from this he being a police official definitely would try to remain silentregarding the torture on the deceased inside the ps so as to save
them. As it is Amarendra Bharari who was present with the deceased atthe time of interrogation so definitery he is the best person to sayabout the whore incident. He vividry described how brutaily the
deceased was assaulted on late night of ].2l]r/02 i,e at 2_30 am of thenext day by the accused persons inside the Ghograpar pS. The theno/c Mazibur was arso present at that time and srapped Akan. r findnothing to disbelieve his above evidence.
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65' As per the evidence of PW-2 Amarendra Bharali another incident
of assault upon the deceased Akan Sharma by the accused happened
at Borajal Chowk in the early morning of r3lLlo2. He gave a vivid
description about the physical torture caused upon the deceased by
accused lman Ali, Mohammad Ari, Hemanta Kalita at Borajal Chowk on
the morning of l-3lll02, He stated that they were brought to Borajal
chowk and he and Akan was tied in a pole near a tree. Akan was
assaulted by the above persons being accompanied by Jatin Kalita of
Ghograpar PS and B. Chetia 2nd officer Baihata PS. lt is stated that
they slapped Akan sharma and arso assaulted Akan sharma by
chappal. He also testified that his brother who also came there
knowing about the incident was also assaulted by the police and his

who tried to come there was sent away by police. Akan rvas
mounted in a vehicle by 2/3 police person as people gathered there
and PW-2 was also brought to the Ghograpar ps. He further revealed
that while they reached the ps then Akan was brought down from the
vehicle by some police personnel and he noticed that Akan alrrrost
became senseless and his body became cold. Akan was thereafter
mounted in a vehicle by Bidhan ch. Basumatary and he (pw_2) rvas
brought to Baihata Chariali by o/c Baihata ps. He admitted during
cross that he and Akan did not return in the same vehicle but in
different vehicle they were brought from Borajal chowk.

66. The evidence of pw-2 regarding the physical torture caused
upon the deceased by the accused persons, namely, lman Ali,
Hemanta Kalita and Moharnmad Ali at Borajol Chowk on the morning of
l3loTl02 there is no contradiction with his earlier statement recorded
u/s-161 CrPC by police, He was all along present with the deceased
since he and deceased was brought to the Ghograpar ps on the
morning of 72101/02 upto the morning of lj,lorlo2 prior to boarding
them in two different vehicle for returning back to the Ghograpar ps
from Borajol Chowk, The defence nowhere challenge the said fact. The
fact that he and the deceased was brought to the Borajor chowk from
Ghograpar pS on l3l}ll}'2 in the morning in the same vehicle from
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Ghograpar PS is corroborated by PW-6 Jatin Kalita who was a constable

of Ghograpar PS during the relevant period.

67 . PW-8 Naren Das a home guard of Ghograpar PS at the relevant

time also supported the testimony of PW-2 Amarendra regarding

deceased Akan and Amarendra (PW-2) accompanying them from

Ghograpar PS to Borajol Chowk on the relevant day,

68. From the evidence of PW-6 Jatin and PW-8 Naren it appears that
for recovery of stolen edible oil and Dalda from Borajol they went for

search operation at Borajol along with the OiC on the early morning of
l3l7l02 and was accompanied by other police personnel, home guard

and that they also took deceased and Amarendra with them who were

in the custody of Ghograpar PS since L2lLl02. it also appears from their
testimony that from the house of one Tafique Ali of Borajol they
recovered some of the stolen edible oil, Dalda etc. as shown by

accused Akan.

69. From the evidence of PW-6 Jatin it appears that after recovery of
the stolen article from the house of Tafique AIi they came to Borajol

chowk. Nowhere it is disclosed that Amarendra and deceased Akan

was not with them while they came to Borajol chowk after recovery of
the stolen article from the house of Tafique.

74. From the evidence of pw-6 it is clear that after the search
operation the search party came to Borajol Chowk with the deceased
and PW-2 Amarendra. PW-2 though remained silent abo.rt
accompanying the house of ramiz of Borajol and recovery of some
stolen oil tins and Dalda from the house of Tafique for the reason best
known to him yet his evidence that they were brought to Borajol Chovrk
in the early morning of ]-3lollo2 from the custody of Ghograpar ps is
corroborated by the evidence of pw-6 Jatin and pw-B Naren,

7L. PW-7 Surjya Haloi supported the evidence
about the fact that Arnarerrdra and Akan were

of PW-2 Amarendra

brought to Borajol
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Chowk on the morning of l3lll02 by police. He noticed Akan l'y'in,3 on

the ground in bend condition in front of a shop at Borajol Cho,ryk. He

though did not speak about any torture on Akan yet that fact cannot

create any doubt regarding the incident of assault at Borajol Cl-rowk

because the incident happened in the early morning as disclosed by

Amarendra (PW-2) and as such incident of assault might be over by'the
time while PW-7 came. Even then his evidence makes it clear that at
that particular time Akan sharma was lying on the ground and was

seemed to be very weak and that though Akan begged for drinking
water but he was not provided with water. so condition of the
deceased at that particular time as described by the pw-7 brings
credence to the testimony of PW-2 Amarendra that Akan was also
tortured at Borajol Chowk by the accused lman, Hemand and
Mohammad.

72. PW-g Bibha Bharali the sister of surjya (pw-7) though testified
about noticing police assaulting Akan sharma on the morning of
13ljLl02 yet her cross examination shows that it is not possible on her
part to confirm the incident of assault, Her brother pw-7 came to the
Borajol Chowk prior to her appearance and pw-7 did not see the
incident of assault himself and only saw Akan lying on ground in sick
condition, So it is not believable that PW-9 Bibha witnessed the assault
on Akan by police at Borajol chowk.

73. According to PW-7 he noticing the condition of Akan sharma
requested the police to shift Akan to hospital but police did not pay any
head to his request rather he was assaulted and villagers gathered
there and seeing the tense situation police left the place in their
vehicle with Akan and Amarendra. so his evidence makes it clea. that
people gathered at the po after the occurrence. The occuri-ence
happened in the earry morning and hence there is less probability/
scope regarding noticing the incident of assault at Borajol chowk by
the villagers,
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74. Though at the time of occurrence the tea stall of Manik was in

open condition and police were taking tea in the tea stall of Manik yet

his non-examination by prosecution cannot raise any doubt regarding

happening of the incident as described by the PW-2 Amarendra. lt is
lapse on the part of the l/O to examine him and other neighbouring

persons and for this reason the trustworthy version of the vital witness

PW-2 should not be looked with doubt, Apart from this it appears that
public is usually reluctant to come forward to depose in a case where

police is involved as they are afraid of being taking action against tlrem

by police.

75. lt appears that though one police person PW-B Naren Das who

stated before the llo that OlC, Hemanta Kalita, Mohammad Ali

assaulted Akan Shamra by trampling on his body and lman Ali

assaulted him twice by scale, yet this witness remained silent during

his evidence for the reason best known to him. He was declared

hostile by the prosecution. l/O Sushil Kr. Talukdar who recorded the

statement of Naren died and so the subsequent l/O Anil Ch..,lath
proved the above contradiction in the testimony of Naren Das who was

declared hostile by the prosecution.

76. lt appears that in the present case the police officials examined

did not speak the truth so as to save their colleagues or the staff of the
same police station. Under such circumstance and relying upon the
observation of above referred case of Apex Court I am of the opinion

that in a custodial death case it will not be proper to seek for further
corroboration of the evidence of PW-2 Amarendra Bharali who is the
vital witness of the case and whose evidence regarding the assault on

Akan sharma is established by medical evidence and inquest report.

77 . lt appears that PW-2 vividly described about the two incident of
torture upon Akan sharma while he and Akan sharma was in police

custody of Ghograpar PS. The first incident happened on the late night
of L2lll02 i.e in the early morning of 13/1/02 at 2-30 am inside the
Ghograpar PS. The secr:rrd incident happened in the early morning of

L ,,/
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t3lLl}2 at about 6/6-30 am at Borajal Chowk. He though is a co-

detainee with deceased Akan Sharma in a theft case under Baihata PS

and is an interested witness yet his evidence cannot be thrown away

only because he is an interested or partisan witness.

78. lt is the settled law that evidence of interested and related

witnesses can be accepted after careful scrutiny'

79. By a catena of decision the Hon'ble Apex Court and the Hon'ble

High Courts have held that conviction can be sustained on the basis of

testimonies of related and interested witnesses but court should be

careful while accepting the evidence of such witnesses. The Apex court

has held that if the testimony of the related or interested witnesses are

cogent and reliable then there is no bar in convicting the accused on

the basis of such evidence.

80. ln the case of Sansab Ali Mondal & another -Vs-- State of

Assam, reported in 2009 (3) GLI 624, the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court

has held in para No.16 as follows:

"lt is a settled position of law that the evidence of a witness

cannot be discarded merely on the ground that he is a related witness,

if otherwise his testimony is found to be credible. As because the

witness is a related witness, it does not mean that his testimony is to

be rejected in totality. The Court, however, is to be more careful in the

matter of scrutiny of the evidence of the related and interested witness

and if on scrutiny, such witness is found to be trustworthy, the same

cannot be discarded merely on the ground that the witness is a related

or interested witness,"

81, A witness does not become infirm merely for being related to the

victim or prosecution party, but the rule of prudence demands as

observed by the Apex Court in Raju @ Balachandran & Ors. -Vs.- State

of Tamilnadu reported in (2012) 12 SCC 701 that when the witnesses

are related or interested and there is also enmity, testimony of such

witness is required to be scrutinizeci with care.
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82. lt is already discussed that except Some minor contradiction

regarding the weapon of assault and duration of assault at the lock up

there is no contradiction between the testimony of PW-2 with the

statement u/s-l61 CrPC. lt is also found that in his another earlier

statement before the Magistrate recorded uls-202 crPC he named the

weapon of assault clearly which corroborated his evidence before the

court, He specifically named the accused lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita,

Mohammad Ali and O/C Mazibur Rahman as the assailant of deceased

Akan inside the PS. Non-disclosure about mark of injury and about

condition of deceased Akan by the police personnel PW-6 Jatin, PW-B

Naren and by PW-4 Kandarpa who are very much interested to save

their colleague cannot bring any doubt regarding his evidence about

assault inside the lock up. He disclosed that O/C Mazibur at that time

gave two slap on Akan but the other accused lman Ali, Mohammad Ali,

Hemanta Kalita beat Akan black and blue by wooden and bamboo lathi

and also kicked at the abdomen by lathi and shoes. He also

categorically disclosed that Akan was also slapped by lman Ali,

Mohammad Ali and Hemanta Kalita and assaulted by chappal at

Borajal. As per the evidence of PW-8 and PW-6 O/C Baihata also

appeared while informed about recovery of oil tins and Dalda from the

house of Tamiz. tt appears from cross of PW-2 and other witness that

case was registered against him at Baihata PS for theft of oil tins. So it

appears that if this witness would have wanted to take revenge for

lodging a case against him by Baihata PS or for keeping him at the

custody of Ghograpar PS by the O/C Ghograpar then he would also

have definitely named Yazul Ali the O/C Baihata as the one of the

assailant. He would also have bring allegation of serious assault on

Akan by O/C Mazibur Rahman in both the two places of occurrence.

lnstead of doing so he did not implicate both the O/C for the incident at

Borajal and only stated giving two slap by the O/C Ghograpar in the PS.

The evidence of PW-6 shows that O/C Mazibur Rahman left Borajal

Chowk after dropping them there from the house of Tamiz after

recovery. So there is truth behind the testimony of PW-2 in not naming

O/C Mazibur Rahamn for the 2nd incident. There is also no
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contradiction between his statement before llo and his eviderce

regarding the assault and nature of assault at the 2nd place of

occurrence. The above discussion makes his evidence most reliable,

83. The delay in the lodging complaint cannot be a ground to

disbelieve the prosecution story. The incident is relating to the

custodial death of husband of the complainant and the complainant

definitely lost faith on Ghograpar PS so as to file an ejahar at the s,aid

PS for the death of her husband. She disclosed about the above reason

for non filing any ejahar. She definitely due to the trauma of sudden

death of her husband awaited for few days and then lodged the

complaint petition ultimately on 412102. The ejahar in the Ghograpar PS

Case was lodged by OIC Habibuddin Ahmed who succeeded OIC

Mojlbur Rahman of Ghograpar PS after getting postmortem report of

the U/D Case No,2/02. So there is delay in lodging the ejahar by O/C

Habibuddin Ahmed. The delay in both the cases is justified and cannot

create doubt regarding the prosecution story.

84. The accused lman though wanted to say that deceased

sustained injury while they arrived at Tamiz Ali's house as he fell down

from the vehicle in which he was boarded from the Gograpar PS cut

the said plea neither could be established by adducing defence

evidence nor by eliciting anything during cross-examination of

prosecutlon witness. Police official PW-6 Jatin and PW-8 Naren vrho

accompanied the deceased to the house of Tamiz also did not supp,ort

the said fact, The defence side though submitted that the deceased

might have been assaulted by some other police person at the time of
returning back from Borajal Chowk yet failed to establish the said plea.

85. The defence side though tried to raise doubt regarding the death
of Akan during the custody of Ghograpar pS and wants to blame o/c
Yazul Rahman of Baihata PS and his team for the death of Akan by
pointing out to the evidence of Naren where he stated that actually
Akan and Amarendra was directly brought to Baihata ps from Borajal

Chowk, yet it is found tl'rat no v,'ritness including the vital witness

F,+v
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Amarendra supported the said fact as disclosed by Naren (PW-8). The

evidence of Amarendra made it clear that they were brought to

Ghograpar PS and not to Baihata from Borajal, lt is stated by PW-2 that

after getting down from the vehicle at Ghograpar PS Akan was found

almost in serious condition and his body was cold. thereafter he (PW-2)

alone was brought to Baihata PS. The PW-8 Naren is a hostile witness

and his evidence regarding taking Akan and Amarendra directly from

Borajal to Baihata PS is not at all believable being not corroborated by

any witness.

86. lt transpires from the evidence of PW-2 that Akan Sharma was in

the custody of police since l2lllo2 till he returned back from Bora;al

Chowk in the morning of L3lIlO2. ln the morning of l-,3l1,l02 he was

brought to SMK Civil Hospital, Nalbari after arrival from Borajal and it
was informed to Amiya Bharali by Ghograpar police. PW-6 Jatin is the
inquest witness of the dead body of Akan and his evidence shows that
he was sent with deceased Akan by o/c, Ghograpar to civil Hospital,
Nalbari. so it is established that deceased was in the custody of
Ghograpar PS till death.

87. From the analysis of material on record it appears that it is

established by prosecution that accused lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita,

Mohammad Ali were definitely present with the accused late Mazibur
Rahman, the then O/C Ghograpar PS at the pS on I2lIlO2 and v/ere

directly involved in the torture of Akan Sharma. lt is also established by
the prosecution that the above three persons who are police personnel

and Home Guard respectively also physically tortured Akan sharma at
Borajal chowk on L3ll-l02. tt is also established that the then o/c
Mazibur Rahman was also involved in the torture at the ps, The
evidence of prime witness Amarendra Bharali (pw-2) which is

corroborated by the Doctor (pw-10) and postmortem report and
inquest report established beyond doubt that death of Akan sharma
was a direct consequence of the incurable and inhuman torture by the
accused lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita and Mohammd Ali while the
deceased was in police ctrstody.So it is established that the death of
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Akan Sharma is a custodial death and that accused lman Ali, Hemanta

Kalita and Mohammd Ali are responsible for the death along with OiC

Majibur Rahman,

88, The prosecution side however failed to establish a case against
Bidhan Chandra Basumatary regarding his involvement in the custodial
death of Akan Sharma. The vital witness PW-2 in his evidence nowhere

disclosed about participation or involvement of accused Bidhan Ch.

Basumatary in the physical torture caused on Akan sharma on late
night of l2lll02 at the PS as well as on 13/1/02 at Borajal Chowk. The

vital witness PW-2 rather during cross-examination admitted that
Bidhan ch, Basumatary was not present while Akan Sharma was

assaulted at Ghograpar PS as well as at Borajal chowk. Under the
above circumstance I have no hesitation to acquit Bidhan ch.
Basumatary from the charge u/s-302/34 lpC.

89. From the evidence avallable on record I hold that accused lman
Ali, Hemanta Kalita and Mohammad Ali had participated in causing
injury to Akan sharma while in police custody and even if it is not
possible to say that they intended to cause the death of Akan, it can
certainly be held that they had the knowledge that the injuries which
were being caused to the deceased while he was in police custody
were likely to cause his death though probably without having any
intention to cause his death or even to cause such bodily injuries to
him as were likely to cause death. The offence committed by them
would thus squarely fall under section 304 part lll34 lpc. The accused
persons, namely, lman Ali, Hemanta Kalita and Mohammad Ali are
convicted accordingly under section 304 part lll34 lpC. The prosecution
has miserably failed to prove the case uls-302/34 lpC against the
accused Bidhan Singh Basumatary and he is acquitted,

90. Accused persons are heard on the point of sentence. They
prayed for leniency, Accused Mohammad Ali prayed for showing hinr
leniency as he is the only earning member of the family comprising of
his children and his wife and submitted that if he is sent to jail his
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family member will suffer. Accused lman Ali submitted that he is a 66

years old person and his family members are dependent upon him and

they will face problem if he is sent to jail. lt is also submitted that in his

whole service life there is no stigma except the allegation of the
present case. Accused Hemanta Kalita submitted that he is working as

a constable since last 24 years and his family member comprising of
his two child and wife and children of his deceased brother will face
problem if he is sent to jail. After hearing the accused persons on the
point of sentence, the accused persons, namely, Mohammad Ali, lman
Ali and Hemanta Kalita are sentenced to undergo R/l for 7 years and to
pay a fine of Rs.10,000/- each i/d s/l for another period of one year for
committing offfence u/s-304 part ttl34 lpC. The period of detention
already undergone by the accused be set of as provided uls-428 Crpc.
The fine if realize shall be paid to Labanya Devi wife of the deceased,

91. Accused person, namely, Bidhan singh Basumatary will go on
fresh bail of Rs.10,000/- with a surety of like amount u/s-437-A lpC

assuring that he will appear before the higher court as and when such
court issue notice in respect of any appeal or petition filed against the
judgment and order of this court,

92. ll appears from the statement of the wife of the deceased
recorded in C/R Case No.44,102 that the deceased left one minor
daughter, aged 6 years, at the time of his death. lt appears that the
minor daughter suffered from trauma due to the death of her father at
her tender age. she has also suffered pecuniary loss due to death of
her father who was the earning member of the family, lt appears that
the daughter of the deceased who is dependent upon him required
rehabilitation. considering all the above circumstance lfeel that
compensation should be given to the daughter of the deceased. The
matter of compensation is recommended to the District Legal Service
Authority, Nalbari and District Legal Service authority, Nalbari will
decide the quantum of cornpensation to be awarded under victim,s
compensation scheme.
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95' Send a copy of judgment to the District Magistrate, Nalbari ancl
also District Legal service Authority.

93. Furnish a copy of the judgment
convicted accused persons.

94. Judgment is pronounced in the
accused. Jr-rdgment written in separate

Judgment is given under my
this 12th day of Septemberl2Olg.

Dictated and corrected bv,me

&' t'1t \ 
\g

Sessions Judge,
Nalbari.

$ri$$ions Judgo
i{albsri

and order free of cost to the

open court in presence of the
sheet be kept with record.

hand and the seal of this court on

\'1rr'r
Session Judge,

Na lbari.
i:"iii;] r,."}r'. : ;r ,'. ',
'--{; 

i,'i;.;i,r"ri.r r'i

D.Roy
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APPENDIX
Prosecution witness

PW-1

PW.2

PW.3

PW-4

PW-5

PW-6

PW-7

PW-B

PW.9

PW.1O

PW-11

Smti. Labanya Devi

Amarendra Bharali

Amaiya Kr, Sarma

Kandarpa Pathak

Habibuddin Ahmed

Jatin Kalita

Surjya Kr. Haloi

Naren Das

Bibha Bharali

Dr. Prabin Ch. Choudhury

S.l. Arun Ch, Nath

c.

Defence witness
NIL

Prosecution Exhibit
Ext-1

Ext-2

Ext-3

Ext-4

Ext-5

Ext-6

Defence Exhibit.
NIL

Complaint petition

FIR of Ghograpar PS 23102

lnquest report

Postmortem Report

Charge Sheet

Sketch Map

D.

f,\r\\8
Sessions Judge

Nalbari
$a*slons Judge

x., f,lalbarl

A.

E
IJ.


